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Non-technical Summary
This document reports on an historic buildings assessment of Castle Craig, Resolis, Ross-shire, undertaken by
Field Archaeology Specialists (FAS) Ltd, on behalf of The Black Isle Corporation for Castle Craig’s
Preservation and Restoration (The Black Isle Corporation). Research for the assessment was undertaken
between June and October 2008, and site visits and photographic recording were carried out on 26th August and
3rd November 2008.
The assessment outlines the pre-16th century development of the surrounding area, which has produced evidence
for human occupation from prehistory to the modern day. Research focussed on the castle uses primary and
published historical sources to outline the known history of the site. Primary historical documents, most
significantly the testament of Thomas Urquhart (d. 1571), indicate that the castle (then known as Craighouse)
is likely to have been constructed in the mid-16th century. Subsequent documents record the succession of
Urquharts who occupied the site, before it eventually became part of the estates of the Mackenzies.
The site consists of a 16th-century tower house, with associated courtyards. The major residential building
appears to have consisted of two main blocks arranged along a SW-NE alignment, unlike many tower houses
in Scotland which are usually arranged with the blocks at right angles to each other. Of the southwest block,
little remains above ground-floor level, with the ground floor itself currently buried beneath wall tumble. In
contrast, much of the northeast block remains standing, although there has been some loss of masonry where
the two blocks joined. Historic photographs, dating from 1883 onwards, record the gradual decline of this
building.
The site is significant as the only remaining castle of the Urquharts on the Black Isle, and the lack of later
intervention suggests that evidence for the 16th-century form of the castle, and associated occupation deposits,
is likely to survive archaeologically.

A programme of survey, clearance and consolidation has been

recommended, to include initial vegetation clearance, the preparation of a Conservation Management Plan,
followed by archaeological clearance of the site.

Acknowledgements
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Historic Environment Record, and staff at the National Archives of Scotland, and the RCAHMS. FAS are also
grateful to Glen Cook and Kenneth Urquhart for providing copies of source material.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

This document reports on an historic buildings assessment of Castle Craig, Ross-shire, undertaken by Field
Archaeology Specialists (FAS) Ltd, on behalf of The Black Isle Corporation for Castle Craig’s Preservation and
Restoration (The Black Isle Corporation). Research for the assessment was undertaken between June and
October 2008, and site visits and photographic recording were carried out on 26th August and 3rd November
2008.
1.1

LOCATION AND LAND USE

Castle Craig is a ruined tower house with elements of an
associated enclosure, situated on the northern shore of
the Black Isle, overlooking the Cromarty Firth (NGR:
NH 632 638)(Figure 1; Plate 1 and 2). The site occupies
a cliff-top spur, which affords views across the Cromarty
Firth towards Alness and the hills to the northwest.
Currently, the site is heavily overgrown, forming part of
a densely vegetated scarp slope, between level arable
fields to the south, and the shoreline to the north. An
overgrown, signposted footpath leads past the castle to

Plate 1 Castle Craig from the southwest

the shore.
1.2

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

The aim of this assessment was to establish the historical,
archaeological and architectural background of the castle site and its
setting. It also aimed to define the archaeological research potential
of the site and any archaeological constraints to historic site
development, and to recommend appropriate further archaeological
investigation and conservation action.
1.2.1

Structure of the study

Plate 2 Aerial view of Castle Craig,
1972 (ZEISS 049 72 126/033)

The assessment is divided into five parts: the statutory designations relating to the site; the historical and
archaeological development of the surrounding area before the 16th century; historical evidence for the
development of Castle Craig itself; the architectural and archaeological evidence visible at the site today; an
assessment of the research potential and significance of the site.
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2.0

ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

2.1

ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE

The Highland Historic Environment Record (HER) and the National Monument Record of Scotland (via
CANMORE) were consulted, to identify all archaeological records, Scheduled Ancient Monument listings,
Listed Buildings descriptions, cartographic sources and excavation reports relating to the site and the
surrounding area representing 4km2 centred approximately on the site (Figure 2). To create a background
narrative for the site, this information was used to create a gazetteer of known and potential sites within the area
(Appendix A), which were subsequently mapped onto Ordnance Survey data (see Figure 2).
In researching the development of Castle Craig itself, the initial stage of investigation was to source known
published accounts of the castle, and to identify primary historical references where available, in order to
provide as accurate an historical background as possible for the site. Descriptions of the site, photographic
archives, cartographic sources and known ground plans were consulted, and, with published accounts, were used
to assess the current state of knowledge regarding the castle.
Two site visits, carried out in August and November, allowed the current condition of the site to be appraised,
and aspects of architecture and development of the building to be considered.
2.2

CHRONOLOGY

In the context of this assessment, the following periods have been used:

2.3

•

Prehistory

pre-AD 400

•

Early medieval AD400 - AD1200

•

Medieval

•

Post-medieval AD1500 - AD1800

•

Modern

AD1200 - AD1500
AD1800 - present

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

The online services of PASTMAP and CANMORE, provided by the Royal Commission on Ancient and Historic
Monuments of Scotland (RCAHMS), were employed for an initial survey of sites and monuments in the study
area, undertaken in June and July 2008. Further information was provided on request from the Highland Sites
and Monuments Record, Inverness. Bibliographic and cartographic references were followed up at the National
Monuments Record (Edinburgh), the J.B. Morrell Library (York), and the National Library of Scotland
(Edinburgh). Primary documentary sources were consulted at the National Archives of Scotland (Edinburgh).
Photographic archives were consulted at the National Monuments Record (Edinburgh). Cartographic sources
were studied online, using the National Library of Scotland Digital Map Library and Ordnance Survey.
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2.4

5

LEGAL FRAMEWORK

The relevant legal frameworks and national and local planning context that may impact this assessment are set
by the following legal instruments:
National and Regional Planning Framework
•

Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979

•

Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas)(Scotland) Act 1997

Guidance
•

Memorandum of Guidance on Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas 1998

•

National Planning Policy Guideline 18 - Planning and the Historic Environment (draft issued
1998)

•

National Planning Policy Guideline 5 - Archaeology and Planning

•

Scottish Office Planning Advice Note 42 - Planning and Archaeology

3.0

BASELINE CONDITIONS

3.1

CULTURAL HERITAGE RESOURCES

The Cultural Heritage resources identified at the outset are those that are protected by current legislation,
primarily Scheduled Ancient Monuments (SAMs), Listed Buildings (LBs) and Conservation Areas. No
conservation areas apply within the study area, and the only statutory designations within the study area relate
to Castle Craig itself.
3.1.1

Scheduled Ancient Monuments

Scheduled Ancient Monuments (SAMs) are nationally important archaeological features (including buildings,
earthworks and isolated structures), that are protected by the State under the auspices of the Ancient Monuments
and Archaeological Areas Act 1979. Scheduled Monument Consent (SMC) is required if work or alteration is
to take place within the boundary of the area that has been scheduled. Tree planting and felling also requires
consent. Buildings designated as SAMs, or buildings within areas designated as SAMs may also be Listed
Buildings, but it should be noted that, in such instances, legislation relating to SAMs takes precedence over that
relating to listed buildings.
Castle Craig (DBA 1) is a Scheduled Ancient Monument, having acquired this status in 1933. The Schedule
encompasses the extant ruins and the surrounding enclosure (Appendix B).
3.1.2

Listed Buildings

Listed Buildings are those considered to be of ‘special architectural and historic interest’, designated under the
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Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas)(Scotland) Act 1997. In Scotland, Listed Buildings are
graded according to importance into Grades A, B and C, equivalent to Grades I, II* and II in England and Wales.
These buildings are protected by law from alteration or demolition, and Listed Building Consent is required for
any alterations to these structures. Listed Building Consent is also required for alterations to any structures
within the grounds or ‘curtilage’ of a Listed Building, constructed before 1st July 1948.
Castle Craig is a Listed Building, assigned Grade A status. The Listed Building description is provided in
Appendix C.

4.0

ARCHAEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND TO THE WIDER AREA

The development of the area surrounding Castle Craig is not well attested archaeologically. No archaeological
investigations have been undertaken at the site of Castle Craig itself, although desk-based research, walkover
surveys and excavation have been undertaken within the wider area (DBA 21 to 25). The evidence from the
wider landscape provides an indication of human occupation in this area from prehistory to the modern day.
4.1

PREHISTORY

Within the area, evidence for prehistoric activity has been encountered at a number of locations (see Figure 2).
At Kinbeachie Farm, a series of features have been recorded which indicate significant activity from the
Neolithic onwards. A feature, apparently containing charcoal and pottery, less than 1km to the south returned
a radiocarbon date of 3230BC, while a sherd of pottery from a possible posthole found within the area was dated
to the Neolithic (DBA 2). The presence of other, undated postholes would suggest an occupation site, although
dating must remain uncertain. A deposit of fire-blackened stones was encountered during the construction of
a water pipe in 1993, and associated charcoal was radiocarbon-dated to AD 790 +/- 50 BC (uncal)(DBA 3).
Further occupation of possible prehistoric date is indicated by the presence of hut circles (DBA 4, 5, 6), and,
less securely dated, by several finds of flint (DBA 7, 8), and a perforated stone object a short distance to the east
of the study area.
At two sites, possible cist burials were recorded in the 19th century; it is possible that these two references
indicate the same site, or that they represent a wider cemetery. Cist burials can be Bronze Age to early medieval
in date, and without further evidence these finds cannot be further interpreted (DBA 9, 10). Other features of
uncertain date include cairns and dykes (DBA 11, 12).
4.2

MEDIEVAL TO POST-MEDIEVAL

No archaeological evidence of early medieval date has been encountered within the study area, but from the later
medieval period historical sources allow the character of the area to be suggested. The landscape would have
been rural, forming part of large estates dominated by major landowners, including the Urquharts and the
bishops of Ross, who wielded significant power at this time. Cromarty Castle, originally a royal castle and
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believed to have had 12th- and 13th-century fabric, was held by the Urquharts before it was partly demolished
and rebuilt in the 18th century (Coventry 2008, 580).
The landscape in which Castle Craig was later constructed is likely to have reflected a mixed agricultural,
regime and the dispersed farms that characterise the landscape today or existed until the 19th century (DBA 14,
15) may reflect the landscape of previous centuries.
The church of St Martin, believed to have been dedicated to St Martin of Tours, stood within its burial ground
at Kilmartin and served during the medieval period as the local parish church, mentioned in documents of 1275
(Highland SMR NH66SW0007; DBA 13). The church is believed to have remained in use until the early 17th
century, when a new church was constructed at Cullicudden in 1609. The church fell into disrepair, and the
burial ground was ploughed up; only the foundations of the church remained in 1787, and these have since been
removed.
By the 16th century, the Urquhart family held significant power in this area, and it is likely that this period saw
the construction of Castle Craig as one of the seats of the family (DBA 1, 16). The situation would have been
advantageous, offering access to the firth (attested by later piers DBA 17, 18).
Kinbeachie Castle
Of the other Urquhart seats on the Black Isle, including Cromarty Castle, the closest is Kinbeachie Castle. The
site, which lies just over 1km to the south of Castle Craig, is recorded to have contained a panel over an extant
fireplace, dating to 1546. The southeast wall, and foundations of the remaining three walls, were noted in the
1930s, and survived until demolition in 1959 (Highland SMR: NH66SW0005).
More recent plans to extend the railway through this area were not undertaken, and the landscape therefore
remains largely unchanged (DBA 19, 20).

5.0

HISTORY OF CASTLE CRAIG

In the following account Castle Craig has been referred to by its historic name of Craighouse, to avoid confusion
with the many documentary and cartographic sources which refer to it as such. The name Castle Craig does not
appear to have been widely used until the late 19th century with the Ordnance Survey mapping of 1880 and the
note on the castle in Volume III of MacGibbon & Ross’s Castellated and Domestic Architecture of Scotland
published in 1889. The name Castle Craig has only been used in the following account when discussing the late
19th- and 20th-century sources of information. Tracing the documentary history of Craighouse is complicated
in that a number of other houses and castles in Scotland were referred to by the same name, including examples
south of Cromarty, and it is not always clear which is being referred to in historic documentary sources. Where
there is any doubt in the identification of the Craighouse being referred to in the cited documents, this is noted
in the following account.

FIE L D A R C H A E O L O G Y S P E C IA L IST S
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5.1

8

BEFORE THE 16TH CENTURY

There are no primary documents that refer specifically to Craighouse before the mid-16th century. However,
this does not exclude the possibility that the site had a fortified dwelling on it before this date, possibly known
under a different name. Although the visible surviving architectural elements of the tower house are consistent
with a mid-16th-century date, it is possible that the curtain wall, currently covered in vegetation, and the
collapsed southwest range are of an earlier date.
5.2

THE 16TH CENTURY

It is widely believed that Craighouse was constructed in the late 16th century for the Urquharts of Cromarty,
who held the hereditary sheriffdom of Cromarty. However, the first documented reference to Craighouse is a
little earlier in 1567, on which occasion Thomas Urquhart, acting as a witness for a marriage contract, is noted
as ‘of Craighouse’ (NAS GD176/83). Following Thomas Urquhart’s death in March 1571, his ‘...testament,
testamentar and inventary of the guidis geir soumis of mony and dettis...’ was prepared, dated June 1573, which
included Craighouse (NAS CC8/8/2). The inventory lists and values Thomas’s possessions on his lands at
Culboll and Kilquhoan, mainly consisting of the stock on his land valued at £490 9s. 8d., which was a
considerable sum of money in the late 16th century (Appendix D). Half of Craighouse was to be left to his wife,
Janet Monro, including half of all the furnishings and ‘gear’ in the house. The items are listed as table linen,
cooking pots, plates, pots, pans, vats, tubs, barrels and
‘all other possessions and household goods belonging to him within his house and outside it and he leaves
his half of all his oxen, cows, barley and oats belonging to his half of the house to Alexander Dougall, his
sister’s son, and the other half to Christian Urquhart daughter and these to be divided equally between
them.’

(NAS CC8/8/2).

Thomas Urquhart had been the sheriff of Cromarty since at least 1550, noted in a marriage contract of that year
regarding his grandson Walter Urquhart and Elizabeth Mckenzie (NAS GD305/1/127/1). Clearly the castle must
have been in existence by 1567 and must have been constructed several years previously. Currently, without
further documentary or archaeological evidence to contrary, it seems reasonable to suggest that Craighouse was
constructed or substantially reconstructed by Thomas Urquhart as his private residence in the period c.1550 and
c.1560. However, this does not exclude the possibility that Craighouse was, at least in part, constructed before
this period.
After Thomas Urquhart’s death in 1571 and subsequent testament, testamentar and inventory of 1573 there is
no further specific mention of Craighouse in the identified documentary sources until the mid-17th century. It
is unknown if his spouse, Janet Munro, continued to live in the house or if the property was sold.
In The Old Statistical Accounts of Scotland it is suggested that Craighouse was occupied by the Williamson
family in the late 16th century, and afterwards by the bishops of Ross. There is currently no identified primary
documentary evidence to support or deny this assertion. However, it should be noted that many of the lands
around Craighouse were church property, or held from the church by the Urquharts, perhaps leading to the
tradition that Craighouse was associated with the bishops of Ross.
FIE L D A R C H A E O L O G Y S P E C IA L IST S
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5.3

THE 17TH CENTURY

Primary documentary evidence for the ownership and occupiers of Craighouse between 1574 and the mid-17th
century is not known to exist. The laird of Cromarty in the late 16th century was Walter Urquhart (d.1607),
succeeded by his grandson, Sir Thomas Urquhart the Elder (1582-1642), followed by Sir Thomas Urquhart
(1611-c.1661)(Tayler 1946). In 1661, the Cromarty estate passed to Sir Thomas’s cousin, John Urquhart of
Craigston (d.1678). However, a contract of 1654 notes that Alexander Urquhart was of ‘Craighous’ (NAS
GD57/1/146). The last occasion that Alexander Urquhart is noted as of Craighouse is in 1665 (NAS
GD305/1/145/4) and Alexander had certainly died by 1666, as he was described as deceased in a document of
that year (NAS GD305/1/126/581).
The property passed to Sir John Urquhart, who does not appear to have occupied Craighouse and indeed seems
to have temporally divested himself of his interest in the lands around the house. A registered contract of May
1665 notes a disposition by
‘...Sir John Urquhart of Cromartie Knight Baronet in favour of George Dallas Writer to the Signet of the
lands of St. Martins mill and Mill Lands thereof the Lands of Easter Culbo and Drumeudden with the
privilege of having Sea W air and having fish Boats and other Boats on the Shore east or west from the
house of Craighouse...’

(NAS GD305/1/92/155).

Following Sir John Urquhart’s death in 1678, the lands of Craighouse passed to his son, Jonathan Urquhart.
Jonathan had to deal with the considerable debt left by his father to Sir George McKenzie. An adjudication of
November 1678 sets out the magnitude of Jonathan’s difficulty and the agreement that his father had entered
into with McKenzie.
‘Against Jonathan Urquhart son and heir of the deceased Sir John Urquhart of Cromartie decerning him
to implement the obligation entered into by his said father to cause Alexander Rose town Clerk of Tain
to dispone to Sir George McKenzie of Tarbat, and his heirs, the third part of the Lands of Little Tarrell
with the teinds thereof, and in default thereof decerning the ground right of the lands and barony of
Cromartie comprehending Cromartie Newton Neilston Navilie and others; also the lands of Little Farnes
Leycalloch Craighouse and others therein mentioned in which the said Jonathan stood infeft, to belong
to the said Pursuer in satisfaction to him of £12,996.8/. contained in several decreets obtained against the
said Jonathan as heir to the said Sir John his father.’

(NAS GD305/1/43/5).

By the early 1680s it is clear that the lands of Craighouse had passed to Sir George McKenzie of Tarbet (NAS
GD305/41/2). However, it is not clear if the castle also passed out of Urquhart hands at this time. The church
at Cromarty is known in 1683 to have contained desks (table seats) belonging to the laird, Jonathan Urquhart
of Cromarty on the north side of the church, and to Urquhart of Craighouse to the east, with a desk of Fraser of
Bannans to the west (NAS CH2/672/1, 69), suggesting that Urquharts retained the house, if not the land.
Further, documentary evidence from the early 18th century would suggest that the property had remained with
the Urquharts, although probably in much diminished circumstances.

FIE L D A R C H A E O L O G Y S P E C IA L IST S
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5.3.1

17th-century cartographic sources

The 17th century is the earliest period in which
cartographic sources are available for Craighouse.
James Gordon’s Draught of the Firths of Tayne,
Cromartie and Inverness, dated c.1636-52, depicts
‘Craghous’ as a stylised tower on the southern shore of
the Cromarty Firth (Plate 3). The map is one of three
manuscript maps apparently prepared by Gordon from
original

information

by

the

late

16th-century

cartographer Timothy Pont. Unfortunately, no Pont map
survives which shows the Cromarty Firth, but it seems
reasonable to suggest that identification used on the
Gordon maps would have been that which Pont used in

Plate 3 Extract from Gordon’s map, 1636-52

the late 16th century. The Blaeu Atlas of Scotland, 1654
only shows ‘Craghous’ in standard stylised fashion
(Plate 4), while Collins and Moll in their coastal charts
showed the ‘Craighouse’ building as a simple rectangle
(Plate 5). None of the maps can be viewed as an attempt
to accurately portray the form of Craighouse, but with
Thomas Urquhart’s testament of 1573, they support the
name of the site had been established by the late 16th
century.
5.4

THE 18TH CENTURY

Plate 4 Extract from Bleau’s map, 1654

John Urquhart remained in Craighouse into the 18th
century and was recommended for employment as a
customs officer by the Earl of Cromarty in 1707 (NAS
GD124/15/507/1). John appears to have been dead by
1712, when Helen Gordon is noted as relict of him (NAS
GD23/4/83). It is currently unclear who might have
occupied Craighouse after John’s death, if the building
was occupied at all. As with many other Scottish tower
houses, it is likely that the status of Craighouse would
have been in serious decline by the early 18th century,
viewed as old fashioned and inappropriate for anyone of
significant social standing.

Plate 5 Extract from Collins and Moll’s coastal
chart, 1689

A late 18th-century map of the estate of Fidon (NAS RHP3513) shows lands adjacent to the Craighouse lands;
although the site itself is not shown, lands to the east of Shoreton are labelled as ‘Estate of Newhall on this side’,
which supports the assertion that the lands of Craighouse, and possibly the house itself, were in the ownership

FIE L D A R C H A E O L O G Y S P E C IA L IST S
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of the Mackenzies.
5.5

THE 19TH CENTURY

Little has been established from the primary
documentary sources of the occupants of Craighouse in
the later 18th century. However, there is some evidence
to suggest that the site was being used by a farmer in the
first half of the 19th century. In 1840 a small debt was
recorded owed by James Ferguson, farmer, of
Craighouse, Cromarty to John Grant, merchant, also of
Cromarty (NAS SC24/10/234). James Ferguson’s name,
again at Craighouse, appears in connection with a further
debt of £3 1s. 8d. owed to Walter Mustard in 1843 (NAS
SC24/10/234).

Plate 6 MacGibbon and Ross’s illustration of the
castle, 1889

Finally James Ferguson, still of

Craighouse, was prosecuted for the theft of trees from
the woods of Navity in 1847, receiving a sentence of 20
days (NAS SC24/13A/67). The prosecution supposedly
had some connection with the Resolis Riot of the 28th
September 1843, although the connection is not stated in
the primary document. This is the last occasion that
James Ferguson is noted in connection with Craighouse,
although Donald Macdonald, also a farmer is recorded
as being from Craighouse in 1867 (NAS SC24/10/583).
It is not clear if either James Ferguson or Donald
Macdonald actually lived within the buildings of

Plate 7 Castle Craig from the east, 1883 (Capt
Hector Munro of Foulis, RC/1007)

Craighouse, or perhaps used some of the structures as
farm buildings. In either case, this was the last period in
which the buildings at the site were put to any use other
than a source of building stone.
5.5.1

Craighouse to Castle Craig

By the time MacGibbon and Ross published a note and
illustration of Craighouse in 1889, referring to it by its
modern name of Castle Craig, there is no suggestion that
the buildings were being used for domestic purposes as
the interior was demolished or inaccessible (MacGibbon

Plate 8 Castle Craig from the north, 1883 (Capt
Hector Munro of Foulis, RC/1007)

and Ross 1889, 465-7). MacGibbon and Ross provided
an illustration of the castle from the north-east (Plate 6), showing the some of the appearance of the northeast
end of the enclosure in addition to the northeast and southwest elevations of the tower. Two photographs of
1883 (Plate 7 and 8) reinforce the impression that the site was abandoned by the 1880s, but does show that the
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northeast portion of the tower house was largely intact, including the
newel staircase.
5.6

THE 20TH CENTURY

The condition of Castle Craig at the turn of the century can be judged
from a photograph thought to have been taken in c.1900 (Plate 9).
Substantial loss of masonry can be discerned at the southwest end of
the building since the 1883 photograph was taken, with the stair and
part of the gable wall containing a door opening having substantially
collapsed. A further two photographs taken slightly later in the 20th
century show the tower house in much the same condition as in the
c.1900 photograph (Plate 10 and 11).
In the early 20th century, the castle formed part of a larger estate but

Plate 9 Castle Craig from the north,
c.1900 (Mr Rudge, RC/2240)

was retained by the owner, John Alexander Shaw-Mackenzie when he
sold the neighbouring lands of Craigton in 1920 (Correspondence in
NAS DD27/2923). The Castle Craig site was scheduled as an Ancient
Monument in 1933 by H. M. Office of Works, apparently partly in
response to reports in the 1920s that stone was being robbed by
neighbouring farmers (NAS DD27/2923). Related correspondence in
the National Archives of Scotland records the attempts of the then
owner to acquire funds to repair what he considered to be serious
cracks in the building. In particular, concern was expressed about
‘a large crack extending down the whole of the south
wall,...unless this is repaired and the west side buttressed,
the castle will soon become merely a heap of stones. He
[the owner] further informs us that the cattle from the
adjoining farm ae using the lower storey of the castle for
shelter...’(NAS

DD27/2923)

The Commissioners were unable to offer any financial

Plate 10 View from the west, early
20th century (W M Mackenzie,
C97259po)

assistance to assist in repairs, but a condition report was
compiled in the following year (Appendix E). This does
not appear to have come to fruition, and in 1959, the
tower was passed to a descendant of the Urquhart family
(father of the current chief) by Major Iain Shaw of
Tordorroch. Further condition reports were compiled in
1961, although the building appears to have declined
further, evidenced by photographs taken in the 1980s
and further recommendations for work made in 1989
(Appendix F and G; Plate 12 and 13).
FIE L D A R C H A E O L O G Y S P E C IA L IST S
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6.0

ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND ARCHITECTURAL STUDY

Castle Craig today is represented by the late 16th-century tower, with
associated enclosures. The site is recorded in the Historic Environment
Record as:
‘The remains of Castle Craig, a late 16th-century tower,
comprise roofed NE wing, which has vaulted floors and
corbelled parapet; a wing which probably extended to the NW ,
and a stairway in the reentrant angle, have fallen to ruin. There
is an enclosure to N and what may be an oven to E. Parts of
the enclosure may be of earlier date, but the traditional
association with the bishops of Ross may well relate to the use
of the site as an occasional episcopal residence in the postReformation period.’

6.1

COURTYARDS

Plate 12 Castle Craig, 1984 (J
Close-Brooks A107)

In plan, there appear to be two courtyards: the larger to the southwest
which incorporates the tower house range along its southeast side, and
a smaller courtyard to the northwest. Little of the enclosing walls and
interior of the courtyards is currently visible, due to the density of
vegetation, particularly ivy, that covers the site.

The northwest

courtyard wall is now virtually invisible, but the external southwest and
northeast sides were illustrated by MacGibbon and Ross (see Plate 6).
At the time of their illustration, the majority of the southwest side had
been reduced to a fairly low level, but the east corner survived to a
considerable height, as did the northeast side. MacGibbon and Ross
showed the wall as featureless, other than a solid circular bastion, or
tower, at the northern corner. As illustrated, the remaining portion of the
bastion or tower was clearly solid, but originally might have been hollow
at the higher level, the fabric lost by the time MacGibbon and Ross
executed their drawing.

Plate 13 Castle Craig, 1984 (J
Close Brooks A106)

Slightly more of the southwest courtyard is currently
visible.

To the northeast of the tower house, the

southeast courtyard wall incorporated two loop openings
backed by embrasures with flat lintels and relieving
arches (Plate 14). One loop remains intact, while the
second appeared to have suffered partial collapse by
1934 (Plate 15). To the northeast of the two loops are
the remains of a large circular solid bastion or tower
(Plate 16). Insufficient remains survive to confirm if this
Plate 14 Illustration of the castle by Tranter, 1970
FIE L D A R C H A E O L O G Y S P E C IA L IST S
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was hollow at a higher level or solid throughout. The tower or
bastion marks the junction between the southwest and northeast
courtyards, divided by a wall that runs south to north. The extent and
preservation of this dividing wall is currently unknown, but it
presumably incorporated access between the two courtyards.
To the southwest of the tower house, the courtyard wall is hidden by
the mass of masonry that has collapsed from the southwest block of
the tower house, and nothing is currently visible of the southern
corner, or the southwest section of wall. This is unfortunate in that
the southwest wall is likely to have contained the gatehouse into the
courtyard. The western stretch of the wall is slightly more visible
and, on the occasion of the photography for the 1934 Ancient
Monuments Report, clearly stood to a considerable height (Plate 17).
This section of wall appears to include a corbelled table and further

Plate 15 Loop through the southeast
curtain wall

loop openings, possibly gun ports.
The northeast section of wall is currently totally
obscured by vegetation, particularly ivy growth, and
little can be observed of it. The MacGibbon and Ross
illustration (see Plate 6) indicates that the wall head had
a crenellated parapet, although it is currently unknown
how much of this survives.
6.2

TOWER HOUSE

6.2.1

General Plan

Plate 16 Bastion on the southeast curtain wall

The major residential building appears to have consisted
of two main blocks arranged on a SW-NE alignment.
This is unlike many tower houses in Scotland which are
usually arranged with the blocks at right angles to each
other, leading to their various descriptions as ‘L’ plans
(two blocks) or ‘Z’ plans (three blocks).

Of the

southwest block, little remains above ground-floor level,
with the ground floor itself currently buried beneath wall
tumble. In contrast, much of the northeast block remains
standing, although there has been some loss of masonry
where the two blocks joined.

FIE L D A R C H A E O L O G Y S P E C IA L IST S
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6.2.2

Southwest block

With little of the remains of the southwest block currently exposed, it is difficult to interpret this structure fully.
Judging from what can be seen and MacGibbon and Ross’s drawing, the southwest wall is on the same line as
the southwest wall of the northeast block. However, a stub of walling remains on the west corner of the
northeast block, projecting to the northwest. This would suggest that the northwest wall of the southwest block
was significantly further to the northwest than that of the northeast block, thus indicating the greater width of
the southwest block. Judging from the mass of collapsed masonry over the area of the southwest block, it must
have been of approximately the same length as the surviving northeast block.
The 1883 photograph (Plate 18) suggests the northeast and southwest
blocks were linked by a section of the building which contained the
stairs and short corridors. This survives in part and appears to have
been a five-storey structure with a small additional room contrived
under the pitch of the roof heated by a fireplace. The southwest block
appears to have been four storey with the ground floor matching the
northeast block covered with a continuation of the vault at this level.
Much of the ground floor might survive under the collapsed masonry
which covers the structure. First and ground floors appear to have
been taller than their counterparts in the northeast block, both covered
with timber ceilings, with a smaller third floor attic storey. First and
second floors both seem to have been lit by tall windows in the
southeast wall.
The possible domestic function of the southwest block can be inferred

Plate 18 Detail from the 1883
photograph

from its greater width, and the likely intended function of the
northeast block to contain private chambers. The upper floors of the northeast block appear to have provided
more private accommodation, suggesting that the more public formal spaces such as the hall must have been
incorporated in the southwest block. The possible location of the hall in the southwest block is further
reinforced by the fact that it was of greater width. Generally halls are proportionally greater in width than most
other rooms or buildings within a castle complex, which would accord well with the greater width of the
southwest block. The first floor would probably have served as the hall and great or dining chamber at secondfloor level.
6.2.3

Northeast block

The northeast block is the iconic surviving element of the site and much of the structure survives to its full
height. Currently the interior is largely inaccessible, and the bottom of the northwest elevation is obscured by
wall tumble and vegetation.
Southeast Elevation
At ground-floor level, the centre of the surviving elevation features a window opening with chamfered jambs,
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the cill and lintel have been detached apart from a small fragment on
the northeast side, although the lintel remains visible on the ground
(Plate 19). A large area of facing masonry is also missing above the
position of the lintel, which might have incorporated a relieving arch
or further relieving lintel.
To the southwest of the window opening, MacGibbon and Ross
indicated a further small, nearly-square window opening.

The

possible position of the window opening is currently obscured by
masonry tumble and vegetation and it is therefore uncertain whether
this feature survives.
At first-floor level, the northeast end of the elevation features a
narrow loop opening with chamfered jambs and lintel. This opening
has counterparts at second and third floor levels. The centre of the

Plate 19 Southeast elevation of the
tower house

remaining elevation has a large window opening with chamfered
jambs and lintel. The jambs retain a series of shallow cuts intended as the fixing for iron work. MacGibbon
and Ross indicate that a further square window was located at the southwest end of the elevation. This appears
to have been partly destroyed, although the northeast jamb and cill might survive under wall tumble and
vegetation.
Between first- and second-floor levels at the northeast end of the elevation is a further narrow loop opening with
chamfered jambs. Proportionally, the loop is slightly shorter than its counterpart at first-floor level. The series
of loops at this end of the elevation probably serve to light and vent internal garderobes contrived in the east
corner of the surviving wing.
The second floor incorporates a large window in the centre of the surviving elevation. The window has
chamfered lintel and jambs which retain the sockets for iron work. To the northeast is a small loop opening with
chamfered jambs and lintel, probably serving the garderobe. The MacGibbon and Ross illustration (see Plate
6) show that there were a further two small square windows to the southwest of the surviving central window.
Little of these additional two windows survive other than the northeast jamb of one visible in the collapsed
section of the tower.
The third floor of the southeast elevation has a further, smaller, centrally- placed window with chamfered jambs.
The lintel of the window is formed by the moulded string course which surmounts the wall head. The window
was formerly protected by an iron grill, the sockets for which remain. Judging by the way the sockets cut into
the mouldings of both the jambs and string course, the iron grill appears to have been a later addition. A total
of three rectangular sockets remain below the level of the string course. These probably served as putlog holes
for scaffolding when the upper part of the tower and roofing vault were constructed, although it is possible that
they served to support a temporary timber parapet walk, only erected when required. There is some variation
in the geology of the facing stonework employed for the third floor in contrast to the lower floors, a feature also
noticeable on the northwest elevation. This might suggest that there was a break in the construction between
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the lower floors and the third floor, or that the third floor is a later remodelling and addition to the original
tower. The northeast end of the tower incorporates the remains of a bartizan turret which occupies the east
corner of the tower. The bartizan includes a small opening or shot hole that provides flanking cover over the
southeast elevation.
Much of the southeast elevation retains evidence for harling, although evidence for this surface treatment has
almost disappeared at the southwest end of the elevation. In addition, the southwest end of the elevation
displays considerable voiding damage to the surface of the facing stonework. This differential erosion across
the surface of one elevation might suggest the former presence of structures to the southeast of the tower which
sheltered some parts of the elevation.
Northeast Elevation
The lower part of the northeast elevation of the tower house has no
features of note. At third-floor level there is a narrow corbelled
parapet with cable and dog-tooth moulding terminating in bartizans
at the north and east corners of the building (Plate 20). Most of the
upper parts of the bartizans have fallen. The parapet was reached
from a small door opening, with plain jambs and lintel, in the gable
wall. The apex of the gable retains the base of a chimney stack.
Northwest Elevation
The lower part of the northwest elevation is currently covered by a
considerable depth of wall tumble and soil, which in turn has a
covering of vegetation (Plate 21). Judging by what remains exposed
of a ground-floor door opening there may be c.1.5m of the bottom of
the elevation currently covered.

Plate 20 Northeast elevation of the
tower house

At ground-floor level, the northeast end of the elevation has a
rectangular recess which frames a small drain through the wall from
the interior. Adjacent to the drain is a gunport incorporating a
sighting loop above. At the southwest end of the elevation is a further
loop with gunport below adjacent to a door opening. The door
opening retains traces of a moulding on its (cracked) lintel.
At first-floor level at the northeast end of the elevation is a small shot
or pistol hole. While at the southwest end features a pair of windows,
with chamfered jambs, flanking a rectangular recess. The recess was
probably intended to take an inscribed stone panel, which has either
been removed or has fallen from position. Second-floor level repeats
the sequence seen at first-floor level, except that there is no recess.
The third floor features a bartizan at the northeast end, a window with
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chamfered jambs nearly centrally positioned and the remains of a further window at the southwest end. The
central window has small sockets cut into its jambs and lintel for an iron grill, a retrospective alteration. The
wall head is capped with a moulded string course immediately
beneath which are a series of rectangular sockets, similar to those on
the southeast elevation. The southwest end of the elevation retains
elements of a returning wall to the northwest.
6.2.4

Internal floors

Much of the interior of the northeast block is currently inaccessible
or very dangerous to enter, but the overall form can be appreciated
from the collapsed southwest end. The building consists of four
floors, although it is possible that there is a basement floor below the
ground-floor level, only accessed by the stair. Excavation of the
rubble deposits would confirm the presence or absence of a possible
basement. All of the upper floors appear to have accessed by a newel
(circular) stair located at the southwest corner of the surviving
building. In addition, the stair would have also served the lost

Plate 22 Remains of the newel
staircase

southwest range. Less than a quarter of the interior stair
drum survives with one fragment of a riser projecting
from the surface (Plate 22). The ground floor of the stair
might remain intact but is currently buried under a
considerable amount of rubble.
The ground floor
The ground floor would have originally been reached by
the door opening in the northwest elevation, currently
blocked by a considerable amount of rubble, but
accessed by a window opening with cut-down cill in the
southeast elevation. The surviving ground floor room

Plate 23 Kitchen fireplace

appears to have functioned as a kitchen, with a large
fireplace in the northeast wall (Plate 23). The jambs and
the springing for the fire opening survive but the arch
head has collapsed.

Within the fireplace, in the

northwest wall, is a large rectangular recess is perhaps
intended to take a copper for heating water (Plate 24).
Slots are visible in either jamb of the recess which could
have taken an iron grilled shelf for the copper to sit on.
Alternatively the recess could have been a storage place
for anything that needed to be kept dry. Some parging
remains on the interior of the very large gather and flue.
Plate 24 Recess in kitchen fireplace
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The northwest wall contains a small drain (confirming
the use of the room as a kitchen) adjacent to a sighting
loop opening with a gunport at its base (Plate 25). The
southwest end of the wall is obscured by a large heap of
rubble. The northeast wall has a small rectangular
embrasure serving a shot or pistol hole adjacent to the
fire opening. To the southwest of the pistol hole is the
window embrasure by which the ground floor is
currently accessed.

The southwest wall is largely

obscured by a heap of rubble but access to the ground
floor would have been through an opening in this wall.

Plate 25 Loop and gunport in the kitchen

First floor
The first floor is currently not safely accessible, but
some observations can be made from the collapsed
southwest end (Plate 26).

The northeast wall is

dominated by a large projection of masonry which
contains the gather of the kitchen fireplace at groundfloor level. To the southeast of the projection is a small
chamber lit by a loop window in the southeast wall. The
jamb of the doorway by which the chamber was entered
also remains against the southeast wall, although the
wall in which the door was contained has largely

Plate 26 Interior of the first floor

collapsed. The main first-floor room was lit by windows
in the southeast and northwest walls. A doorway in the northwest wall, adjacent to the masonry projection of
the kitchen fireplace, provides access to a small unlit mural chamber. The chamber provides access to a pistol
hole through the northwest wall of the tower. There is no remaining evidence that the main room was heated
by a fireplace, although this might have been contained in the collapsed southwest wall. A fire might have
originally been deemed unnecessary because of the considerable heat that would have been provided by the
proximity of the large kitchen fireplace at ground-floor level.
The main first-floor room narrowed at the southwest end because of the presence of the newel staircase, forming
a wide corridor into the southwest block. The corridor was lit by a surviving window in the northwest elevation,
an arrangement which can be clearly seen by a close examination of the 1883 photograph (see Plate 18). The
corridor was covered by a continuation of the vault that covered the main first floor room, the scarring for the
springing of the vault still visible in the northwest wall.
Second floor
The second floor is currently inaccessible but it can be inferred that the general plan mirrors that on the first
floor. However, a slightly different arrangement can be discerned at the southwest end, where the main secondfloor room originally narrowed to accommodate the newel staircase. Remaining evidence from the internal
northwest elevation indicates that the corridor was entered through a door opening, one jamb of which remains,
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and the corridor was covered by a vault that ran perpendicular to that
which covered the remainder of the second floor (Plate 27).
Third floor
The third-floor plan again mirrors the arrangement on the floor below,
accept that the kitchen chimney flue was incorporated into the
northeast gable of the building, providing greater floor space.
Further, an additional door opening in the northeast corner of the
room provided access to the bartizans and parapet walk. The third
floor is covered with a tall two-centre arched stone vault which also
serves to support the roof covering (Plate 28). The rows of sockets
which can be observed at the wall head on the exterior long walls of
the building can be seen to pass through the entire thickness of the
walls into the main third floor room, thus being capable of supporting
the timber centring for the construction of the tall ceiling vault.

Plate 27 Internal northwest elevation

In plan, the southwest end also narrows to form a
corridor like its counterparts below. It was also accessed
through a door opening which can be seen partially
intact on the 1883 photograph (see Plate 18); one jamb
of the door opening remains in the northwest elevation
(see Plate 27). However, in contrast to the floors below,
the corridor was covered with a timber floor, one joist
hole of which remains today, although more can be seen
on the 1883 photograph.
Domestic plan

Plate 28 Stone vault above the third floor

The layout and proportions of the northeast block of the
tower house strongly indicate that this part of the building was intended to contain the high status private
sleeping chambers of the house, effectively the chamber block or solar wing. The placing of a service room (the
kitchen) on the ground floor of a chamber block might appear at odds with the more usual hierarchical
arrangement seen in medieval and post medieval domestic plans. However, the considerable practicable benefits
of having sleeping chambers in close proximity to the main source of heating, throughout the day and night, led
to some pragmatic design in the layout of rooms and the arrangement is common in Scottish tower houses.
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7.0

SIGNIFICANCE AND RESEARCH POTENTIAL

7.1

ASSESSMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

7.1.1

Architectural and historical significance

21

Of the three Urquhart castles that are known on the Black Isle, only Castle Craig remains standing and in its
16th-century form. Little is now left of Kinbeachie above ground and Cromarty was reconstructed in the 18th
century. Although there are better preserved examples of tower houses nationally, Castle Craig is of regional
significance because of its preservation.
Architecturally, it retains the unusual feature of a masonry vaulted roof and its linear plan form, rather than
arranged by wings, is one of the more unusual layouts of 16th-century Scottish tower houses.
7.1.2

Archaeological significance

As Castle Craig has been subject to little intervention since it was abandoned as a residence, the site retains
considerable archaeological potential. Although a mid-16th-century date seems likely for the tower house, it
is possible that the site had been fortified before this period, and archaeological evidence may survive relating
to an earlier period of occupation.
7.2

RESEARCH POTENTIAL

7.2.1

Documentary research

While much additional documentary material has been discovered regarding the history of the castle, significant
gaps remain in our knowledge. It is still unclear who occupied Castle Craig between 1574 and the mid-17th
century, or after the first couple of decades of the 18th century. Clearly in the latter period the castle was in
decline and there are probably few further primary documentary sources to be discovered. However, there
should be documentary material covering the period 1574 to the mid-17th century which further research could
discover.
7.2.2

Archaeological research

Currently only one block (the northeast block) of what was clearly a much larger range of buildings is available
for inspection. The remains of southwest block are currently buried under a combination of wall tumble and
vegetation. Understanding the domestic plan of the castle would be greatly enhanced by the excavation of this
part of the building. The layout of the castle within the courtyard remains largely unknown and it is likely that
the remains of further buildings survive under the rubble deposits and vegetation.
There is little evidence that the site has been subject to any disturbance or attempts at clearance, other than
occasional stone robbing. It is therefore highly likely that archaeological occupation deposits will survive across
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the site and potentially within the interiors of ground floor rooms. Further, it is highly likely that the rubble
deposits that covers the site will contain architectural fragments, which would provide much information on the
form of the missing elements of the buildings.

8.0

RECOMMENDATIONS

It has been recognised that the castle is in need of repair and consolidation since the 1930s, and there has been
continued loss of fabric since that time. Clearly stabilising the structure and setting out a detailed scheme of
works for its repair must be a priority, but a longer term vision for the site is also required, which addresses the
need to place the castle in a sustainable condition through appropriate use. Consultation would be required with
Historic Scotland before approval for any site intrusive work was sought. The following outline programme
has been proposed on this basis:
Stage 1: Vegetation Clearance and Survey
There are currently no accurate plans, elevations or sections of the courtyard structures and tower house. A
measured survey of the complex is essential, in order to plan and gain the permissions for consolidation, repair
works and further archaeological investigation of the site, in addition to preparing detailed proposals for further
site development. In order to carry out a successful measured survey, the site needs to be cleared of the worst
of the vegetation cover. This could be facilitated by cutting the ivy at the roots and killing the roots to prevent
rapid reestablishment. Further, the actual measured survey work would be best carried out during the late winter
or early spring period when the vegetation across the site would have died back to its lowest level. The currently
dangerous nature of the tower house would prevent full plans being obtained of the interior, although partial
plans should be possible to obtain using a reflectorless total station theodolite set up at the southwest end of the
building.
Following vegetation clearance, it would be beneficial to have the site inspected by a conservation structural
engineer to assess the need for any emergency stabilizing works to prevent the loss of further significant fabric
and to make the building safe to work around.
Stage 2: Conservation Management Plan
The results of the measured survey would be used to inform the development of a Conservation Management
Plan (CMP) for the site. The CMP would outline the significance of the site and its elements and identify
fundamental issues affecting the site. A series of overarching policies for the consolidation, repair and
development of the site would be prepared, and costed management actions formulated. The preparation of a
CMP would be essential if public funding bodies were to be approached for support.
Stage 3: Archaeological Excavation
Following the vegetation clearance, measured survey and preparation of a CMP, plans for the archaeological
excavation of rubble deposits and emergency stabilisation of the structure could be formulated. Some propping
of the southwest end of the tower house might be required to make the site sufficiently safe for it to be
archaeologically excavated. The archaeological excavation would remove all stone wall tumble to an
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appropriate storage area for reuse in the consolidation works.
Stage 4: Consolidation and Repair
A program of repair and consolidation would be undertaken to put the site back into a sustainable state of use.
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APPENDIX A

GAZETTEER

DBA

Cross Refs

1

SAM 1686
LB 14938

Source

NGR

CANMORE NH 6320 6381

Parish

Site

Resolis

Castle Craig

Am Baile

Details

Date

Scheduled Ancient Monument; Listed pmed
Building.

NH66SW 2
NH66SW002
MHG8196
2

NH66SW0052

Am Baile

NH 6269 6252

Resolis

MHG 29926

Burnt mound, A feature containing charcoal and
charcoal

pottery returned a radiocarbon date of

preh
(Neo)

3230BC.
3

NH66SW0052

Am Baile

NH 6265 6255

MHG 29926

HER

NH 6273 6253

Resolis

Kinbeachie
Farm

Fire-blackened stones revealed in 1993

preh

during excavation of a water pipe.

NH66SW0045

Further investigation revealed a stone-

NH66SW0022

cut basin, filled with yellow sand.

MHG14720

Single sherd of pottery found. C14 date

MHG41002

taken in Feb 1996 returned a date on 790
+/- 50 BC (uncal).
Also at Kinbeachie farm, but given a
grid reference to the south (NH 6233
6217), a similar account records that
ploughing of headland in January 1993
revealed a group of stones and a sherd of
pottery identified by T Cowie as
Neolithic. Limited excavation in 1995
suggested that this was a possible post
socket, and carbonised hazelnut shells
were encountered, intended for C14
dating. Other undated post sockets
found in the vicinity

4

NH66SW 30 CANMORE
MHG14222

NH 641 638

Resolis

Am Baile

Drumcudden Hut circle said to be present at this site.
hut circle

BA-IA

Noted by Jill Harden 1991 as two
prominent hut circles, c.12m in diameter

NH66SW0014
MHG48493

with walls up to 0.50m high.
Desk-top survey ahead of water mains
found no trace on aerial photos 19461988.

5

NH66SW0045

Am Baile

MHG24746

HER

NH 623 627

Urquhart

Kinbeachie

& Logie

Farm, hut

Wester

circle

Hut circle found within mature

preh

plantation by Mr Fraser. Turf covered,

(BA)

with no visible stonework. Exact
location uncertain.

6

7

NH66SW0045

MHG 29879

Am Baile

Am Baile

NH 623 625

NH 626 625

Urquhart

Kinbeachie

& Logie

Farm, hut

Wester

circle

Resolis

NH66SW0048
8

NH66SW0051

Flints,
Kinbeachie

Am Baile

MHG 29924

NH 627 628

Resolis

Easter
Toberchurn,
flints
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Possible hut circle, very disturbed

preh

Two pieces of flint debitage found in a

preh

ploughed area

(Neo)

One piece of flint debitage and two

preh

possible quartz found in ploughed field
(area 98,000m2)
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DBA

Cross Refs

9

NH66SW 3

Source

NGR

CANMORE NH 6400 6410

Parish
Resolis

Site

Details

Wester

Cist. Stone coffin, found 1859,

MHG8195

Cullicudden

‘containing ashes’. In 1966, no

MHG42150

cist

Date
preh

evidence for this was noted, other than a
‘slight swelling in the ground to the SE
of the published site’

10

NH66SW 4
NH66SW004

CANMORE NH 6380 6400

Resolis

Am Baile

Craigton
cist

Cist. Stone coffin with human remains,

preh

found 1859

MHG8194
MHG40881
11

NH66SW 35 CANMORE

NH 626 630

Resolis

MHG48663
12

MHG14722

Am Baile

NH 6294 6277

Resolis

Toberchurn

Boundary marker, cairn, clearance cairn various

woods

and dyke noted during walkover survey

Cairn,

Small cairn revealed during ploughing

preh?

Kinbeachie
13

NH66SW0057

Am Baile

NH 6365 6271

Resolis

MHG 30606

St Martin’s

Marked on modern OS maps. At time of mod

burial ground 1st edition Ordnance Survey, corner of a
field

14

NH66SW 22 CANMORE NH 6258 6321

Resolis

Eastern

NH66SW0039

Toberchurn

MHG20958

farmstead

Farmstead, comprising one roofed

pmed

building, what might be an unroofed
building and an enclosure depicted on
the OS first edition of 1880. Five roofed
buildings on the current map

15

NH66SE 27
NH66SW0044

CANMORE NH 6434 6333

Resolis

Am Baile

St Martin’s
farmstead

Farmstead. Architecture notes: Ross and pmed
Macbeth 1897, covering of cattle courts.

MHG23258
16

NH66SW 43 CANMORE NH 6319 6382

Resolis

MHG50774
17

Castle Craig

Half a gun loop noted c.50m from the

pmed

carved stone castle

NH66SW 44 CANMORE NH 6367 6422

Resolis

NH66SW 53

Castle Craig
quay

MHG50775

Stone quay, walls surviving to 1.0m

pmed

high, c.25m x 25m.
Disused quarry on OS 2nd edition 1907,
quay and pier

18

NH66SW 46 CANMORE

NH 641 645

Resolis

MHG29385

Wester
Cullicudden
pier

Disused quarry and pier on 2nd edition

pmed

OS 1907. Probable pier c.10m wide and
30m long. Poor preservation at west
side, just tumble, but up to 1.5m walls
on east side. Very large blocks of
sandstone. Quarry overgrown but
clearly visible

19

NH66SW 20 CANMORE
MHG14719

NH 624 627

Am Baile

NH66SW0020

Urquart

Dingwall-

Projected course of the Dingwall to

&Logie

Cromarty

Cromarty railway, Kinbeachie. Marked

Wester

railway

by at least two cast iron fence strainers.
Abandoned before the railway was
constructed.

20

NH66SW 43 CANMORE
MHG50776

NH 624 627

Resolis

Wester
Cullicudden
post
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2 wooden and one metal post

mod
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DBA

Cross Refs

Source

NGR

Parish

21

EHG1020

HER

NH 6796 6515

Resolis

Site
EVENT

Details
Desk-based assessment and walkover

Date
-

Resolis Water survey in advance of water main
Mains
22

NH66SW 29 CANMORE NH 6367 6375EHG1008

HER

Resolis

NH 6362 6020

EVENT

construction. 2003.
Desk-based assessment and walkover

-

Culbo Water survey in advance of water main

MHG47859

Mains

construction. Previously unrecorded
sites noted, including building, mill and
farm. 2003

23

NH66SW 34 CANMORE NH 6367 6375EHG1162

HER

Resolis

NH 6362 6020

EVENT

Watching brief carried out during

-

Culbo Water construction of a water main. No

MHG48660

Mains

features or deposits of archaeological
note discovered. 2004

24

NH66SW 35 CANMORE
EHG1213

NH 626 630

Resolis

HER

MHG48663
25

EHG459

HER

NH 7098 6330

Desk-based assessment and walkover
survey undertaken as part of pre-felling

Woods

licence agreement. 2004

Inner

EVENT

Inner Moray Firth Coastal Survey 1998

Moray

Coastal survey

Firth
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LISTED BUILDING DESCRIPTION

HIGHLAND COUNCIL
RESOLIS PARISH STATUTORY LIST
HB Number 14938 Item Number: 3 - CASTLE CRAIG
Map sheet: NH66SW Category: A
Date of Listing 25-MAR-1971
Description:
Later 16th century. Tall, rectangular 4 storey tower on cliff edge above shore; rubble, ashlar dressings; ruinous west portion.
Centre door south elevation with centre door (or window) 1st floor and similar window openings centre 2nd and 3rd floor.
Similar openings north elevation but each paired with second window to west. Later inserted door north west with moulded
architrave and gun loops. Blank east elevation except doorway to complete corbelled wall walk across gable, with
semi-circular turret base at wallhead height SE and SW corners. Enriched corbelling decorated with dogtooth and cable
moulding. Internal floors barrel vaulted; roof has pack saddle vault. Guard robe chute with vents 1st and second floor NE
corner. Very large internal flue taking up east gable. W ater duct in NE corner, ground floor. Remains of wheel stair SW
corner. Various gun loops and mural chambers. Remains of barmkin walls at east and north, both with further gun loops.
References:
MacGibbon and Rose CASTELLATED AND DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE OF
SCOTLAND, (1889) iii, p.465-6.
THE STATISTICAL ACCOUNT, xiv (1795) p.98
N Tranter THE FORTIFIED HOUSE IN SCOTLAND (1970) v, p152-4.

Notes: Scheduled Monument
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APPENDIX D

THOMAS URQUHART OF CRAIGHOUSE

ABSTRACT:

Thomas Urquhart 20 June 1573

31

the testament testamentar (ie he died testate) and inventory of the goods and money and debts of the deceased Thomas
Urquhart of Craighouse who died in March 1971 given up by himself at Culboll the last day of February of that year before
witnesses - Arthur Urquhart of Balblair, brother of Thomas, W illiam Dingwell son of the Laird of Kilden, Alexander Ross
Malcumsone, Hector Pyper and Robert Philip.
Then follows the inventory of the moveable goods of the deceased - the stock of his land (cows, oxen, horses, grain sown
on his land at Culboll and Kilquhoan).
Value of the inventoried goods - £490 9s. 8d.
Debts owed by the deceased - various small sums including money to Andrew Monro, Chamberlain of the Bishopric for
teinds of the lands of Culboll, K ilquhoan and Craighouse, to the parson of Culliecudden for teinds of Culboll, to John,
‘Thomas Urquhart’s son’ from Martinmas 1571 - W hitsunday in 1572 £8 (reason for debt not given).
Total of debts owed by the deceased - £162 16d
Net value of the moveable estate - £318 13s 4d
To be divided in two parts - the deceased’s part is £159 6s 8d
Latterwill and legacy
He requests that he shall be buried in St Culboll’s Kirk in Cromarty
To Arthur Urquhart, his brother he leaves his black horse and riding gear.
To John Urqhuart, Thomas’s son, his servant, a young mare
To W illiam Urquhart’s wife a boll of victual (grain)
To his wife, Janet Monro half of his personal goods
Bequest to his sister’s son, Alexander Dougall
Bequest to Christian Urquhart’s daughter
His executor is named as George Munro of Dawauchartie

TRANSCRIPTION AND M ODERNISATION
Thomas Urquhart 20 June 1573
The testament testamentar of the goods, gear, sums of money and debts belonging to the late Thomas Urquhart of Craighouse
at the time of his decease which was in the month of March in the year of God 1571, faithfully made and given up by himself
at Culboll on the lasy day of February of the said year before these witnesses - Arthur Urquhart of Balblair, brother of the
said Thomas, W illiam Dingwell, son to the laird of Kilden, Alexander Ross Malcumson, Hector Pyper and Robert Philp.
In the first place, the said deceased Thomas had at the time of his death the goods and gear following belonging to him as
his own goods and gear. Namely: in Culboll twelve oxen price of each £3 6s 8d. Total £40. Item six young steers price
of each 53s 3d. Total £16. Item one-year-old bullock price 20s. Item five cows price of each £3 6s 8d. Total £16 13s 4d.
Item a two-year-old heifer price 40s. Item a young bullock of one year old price 20s. Item in Kiquhoan 15 oxen price of
each as above, total £50. Item four cows price of each as above, total £13 6s 8d. Item four work horses price of them all
£26 13s 4d. Item a young stallion price £4. Item sown in the lands of Culboll fifty-seven bolls of oats estimated to yield
three times that amount, price of the boll with the straw 20s. Total 80s. Item in Kilquhoan 50 bolls oats sown, estimated
to yield as above, price as above, total £75. Item 12 bolls of barley sown estimated to yield four times that amount, price
of the boll as above, total £48. Item in household goods by the heirship £31 6s 8d.
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Total of the inventory - £490 9s 8d.
Then follows the list of debts owing by the deceased.
Item the said deceased Thomas was owing W illiam Robertson in the Chanonry of Ross 49s. Item to the burgesses in Ardach
26s 8d and six firlots of grain, price ofthe boll 22s 4d total 40s. Item to Ronald Urquhart in the farmtown of Obscule 2 bolls
malt price of the boll 26s 8d total 53s 4d. Item to James Frazer in the Chanonry of Ross 40s. Item to Donald Gillechrist
in Incherorie 26s. Item to Andrew Monro, chamberlain of the bishop of Ross, for the W hitsunday and M artinmas rents of
the lands of Culboll, Kilquhoan, and Craighouse in the year 1571, 8s 4d. Item to Donald McMurchie in Fotterie 40s. Item
to Mr David Dunbar, parson in Cullicudden, for the teinds of Culboll for the harvet of 1571 11 bolls grain, price of the boll
26s 8d. Total £14 13s 4d. Item for the teind sheaves of Kilquhoan for the harvest 1572 £5 5s 8d. Item for the dues of
Culboll for the years of God 1571 and 1572 - each year 4 bolls barley, price of the boll 26s 8d. Total £16. Item for a
fattened cow due from the said lands for 1571 £4. Item for five slaughtered sheep due from the said lands in the said year
£3 6s 8d. Item for five kids and five score eggs for the dues of the said lands in the said year 36s 7d. Item for two dozen
poultry and two dozen cockerels for the dues of the said lands the said year, price of each hen or cockerel 12d, amounting
in all to 48s. Item for the said dues of the said feu lands at the terms of W hitsunday and Martinmas in the years 1572 £16
8s 8d. Item for the teind silver of Kilquhoan for the crop of 1572 years £5 6s 8d. Item for a fattened cow due from the said
lands the said year 1572 £4. Item for five slaughtered sheep for the dues of the said feu lands in 1572 £3 8s 8d. Item for
five kids with the eggs for the said dues of the said lands in that year, price of a dozen poultry and cockerels 12s, amounting
in all to 48s. Item for the teind of Culboll due to the parson of Cullicudden for the crop of 1572 years eleven bolls price of
the boll 16s 8d amounting in all to £9 3s 4d. Item to M artin Hay £4. Item to John McGillemichael in Kilquhoan 26s 8d.
Item to Gradach in Kilquhoan 13s 4d. Item to the miller in Incherorie a boll of grain price of the boll 26s 8d. Item to
W atson’s wife in Culboll 24s. Item to MacKarvis’s wife there 13d. Item to John, Thomas Urquhart’s son, from Martinmas
in the year 1571 to W hitsunday 1572 £8. Item to McInnor for the same period 53s 4d for his fees. Item to Hutcheon Dow
for his fees the said terms 53s 4d. Item to Gradach, the smith’s daughter, servant woman in the house during the said terms
26s 8d. Item to Downy in the said terms, Helen, servant in the house, for her hees 26s 8d. Item to the shoemaker in Culboll
for shoes he made at the order of the said Thomas 26s 8d. And for nine boll oats dues for the lands of Culboll for the crop
of 1570, 1571 and 1572, nine boll oats, price of the boll 13s 4d. Total £6. Item for four bolls grain for the dues of
Kilquhoan of the crop of 1571 and four bolls for the crop of 1571, price of the boll 26s 8d. Total £10 13s 4d. Item to
McGillechoane in the Ferrytown a boll grain price 26s 8d. Item to Thomas Gillerson as his fees 53s 4d.
Total of the debts owing to the deceased £162 16s
Remains of the free gear, the debts deducted £318 13s 4d.
To be divided in two parts, the deceased’s share is £159 6s 8d.
Latterwill and legacy
Item - the said Thomas although he is sick in body and whole in mind, he leaves and gives his soul to God Almighty as
rightful saviour and redeemer of his body and his body to be buried in St Crowbill’s Church in Cromarty and he leaves to
Arthur Urquhart, his brother, his black horse with his riding hear belonging thereto and to John Urquhart, Thomas’s son,
his servant, a young unbroken mare with two bolls grain and to W illiam Urquhart’s wife a boll of grain. Item to the poor
woman that looked after him, his own plaid. Item he leaves to his wife, Janet Monro, as well as her own half of the house,
his half of the horses except the black horse which is left to Arthur Urquhart and the young mare to John Urquhart, hos
servant, with half the furnishings and gear that he has - being table linen, cooking pots, plates, pots, pans, vats, tubs, barrels,
and all other possessions and household goods belonging to him within his house and outside it and he leaves his half of all
his ozen, cows, barley and oats belonging to his half of the house to Alexander Dougall, his sister’s son, and the other half
to Christian Urquhart daughter and these to be divided equally between them.
Dawauchartie, his executor that he carries out his testamentary wishes.
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APPENDIX E

CASTLE CRAIG, BLACK ISLE, ROSS AND CROMARTY
ANCIENT MONUMENTS REPORT, c1934

This Castle has been examined and the following brief notes give in general outline the present condition of the building.
The site of the Castle is approximately 11 miles north-west of Fortrose and directly on the east shore of Cromarty Firth.
The Castle has been L-shaped on plan, but only the North W ing now stands, the W est W ing having fallen at some previous
date. The present owner is Capt. Charles John Shaw M ackenzie, Newhall, Balblair, Conon Bridge, Ross-shire. During
examination of the castle several structural defects were observed and these are as stated in this report.

EXTERIOR
North Elevation (Photo No. 1)
This wall stands to a height of approximately 38'0” from present ground level to wall-head level. Several fractures show
at ground level and terminate about wall-head level, evidently caused by the thrust from the four barrel vaults forming floors
to inner apartments. These fractures require to be raked out, grouted in cement and pointed in lime. Bond stones should
be inserted at suitable points.
The W est end of wall has fallen and leaves much exposed core
in a very insecure condition. This core should be treated by
pinning up and grouting. The projecting stones indicating line
of wall - now away - should be made secure by grouting and
pointing. Removal of debris in Courtyard will fully expose
doorway presently partly concealed.

East Elevation (Photo No. 2)
The partly demolished wall to parapet walk should be made
secure by lifting and resetting stones, the joints of which
appear to be devoid of mortar. Otherwise this wall should be

Photo No. 1

left untouched.

South Elevation (see Photo No. 2)
This wall which stands to a height of approx. height of 35'0" is
in a similar condition to the North wall.
Fractures show on this wall and - commencing at ground level
- terminate at wall-head course. The fractures should be raked
out, grouted in cement and pointed in Lime Mortar. Bond
stones should be inserted where possible. W here wall has
fallen away at west end, the loose exposed core should be

Photo No. 2

secured by grouting and rough pointing. Portions of exposed
core now overhanging will require to be secured by rough racking. Many joints to masonry are open and devoid of mortar.
These joints should be treated by raking out, grouting in cement and pointing.
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W est Elevation (Photo Nos. 3 and 4) The W est wing has
been completely destroyed by falls of masonry which appear
to have taken place from time to time, and shows much rough
exposed core on all surfaces including the rough exposed
broken ends to four barrel vaults. The loose exposed core is in
an insecure condition and requires to be secured by grouting in
cement and pointed. A portion of the wall to circular stair still
exists and gives indication of “risers” to level of top floor.
This remaining evidence of stair well should be preserved and
steps taken to prevent further collapse. The lower portion of

Photo No. 3

this wall is overhanging to dangerous extent end should
immediately be secured by rough racking from sound portion of wall on ground
floor level.

Roof
The Roof has been slabbed with stone but all slabbing has been removed, leaving
only rough pitching as a roof covering to upper vault. It would be to the advantage
of the structure to have new slabbing laid, but failing this the rough pitching to
vaulted roof should be treated by raking out and grouting joints and rough pointing.
Pointing should be waterproofed to prevent water saturating the vault and walls.
The chimney stacks terminating both gables should have stones grouted in cement
and pointed. The missing facework to west chimney stack might be replaced, but
old stones should be used for this purpose.

INTERIOR
Photo No. 4
Each floor has had a plan barrel vaulted ceiling, but only portions of the ground
floor and first floor could be examined in detail. On ground floor, the Voussoirs to arch of great fireplace have been robbed,
leaving exposed core overhead. This core should be secured by pointing. At west end the collapse of W est W ing has almost
demolished west wall to East Chamber. Removal of debris may expose more of the wall than is apparent at present. Apex
to barrel vault shows a continuous. horizontal fracture running from East to W est. This fracture should be treated by clearing
floor above down to extrados of Voussoirs grouting fracture in cement and finishing with clean dry broken stone and finished
with lime concrete graded to run off water. On First Floor. A serious fracture shows along apex of Barrel Vault to this
chamber. This fracture, along with the one on ground floor, suggests that there is a movement common to these vaults and
in conjunction with fractures on north and south walls, is suggestive of a spreading movement taking place at this building.
Tell tales should be placed at suitable points and observations kept over a period of, say, 12 months. At East end a large
hole has been forced through partition wall and into flue from great fireplace on ground floor. This forced opening should
be made good, old rubble being used for the purpose.
It was not possible to obtain access to second and top floors, but so far as was visible, indications were that these two upper
floors have suffered in a similar manner to the lower floors and that some portions require early attention.

Courtyard (Photo No. 5)
Portions of the curtain wall stand to a height of some 9 feet above present level of Courtyard, while on exterior face these
portions appear to be approximately 15-20 feet high built direct on the natural rock. These curtain walls are generally in
a very dilapidated condition and require to have several yards of joints to masonry raked out, grouted in cement and pointed.
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Several portions show exposed core in a loose condition. This
core should be secured by grouting and. rough pointing.
The level of Courtyard appears to be high on South side and
could be lowered to original level, much of the debris evidently
being fallen masonry.

Generally
Urgent repairs are required in treatment of Vaults, North and
South walls and loose exposed core showing on W est end, a
rough approximate expenditure of say, £200 being required for
this immediate service.

P.R.J.

Ancient Monuments Dept.,
R.M. Office of W orks,
Edinburgh.
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CASTLE CRAIG, BLACK ISLE, ROSS AND CROMARTY
ANCIENT MONUMENTS REPORT, 1961
Ministry of W orks MOW /64/8/61

This Castle was visited recently and there follows a brief report on its present condition together with recommendations for
works of preservation.

Castle Craig is in a ruinous state and these ruins embrace a tower house of four stories and a garret on the east aide of an
area surrounded by an outer defence wall. To bring the whole to a full and proper state of repair and display would entail
the expenditure of a large sum of money over perhaps a number of years. For this reason attention is drawn only to work
of more immediate need.

Access to the site may be something of a problem. By sea it is not less than difficult and unaccommodating; by land it would
seem to be largely over a private road of very slight substance. Vehicles are few, are not welcomed and indeed have easily
run into trouble, particularly in wet weather.

OUTER W ALLS
Seawards and to the west the wall rises some 15 *0", is 2 *3 * thick and is reasonably sound in general with quite a good
wallhead. The covering of ivy northwards has probably had some weakening effect and though the lower rooting is dead
it should even so not be allowed to remain and should be cut and allowed to die down before being stripped from the wall.
The roots should be killed and need not be removed.

Some masonry has fallen away at several points at the foot of the wall and the wall would last the longer if these losses were
made good.

The height of the north wall nowhere rises above the level the ground has assumed end falls westwards with the corner
losses. No action is immediately required.

The east wall to the north of the house remains a defensive fragment with the lower part of a tower. To the south collapse
generally has hidden the wall.

The south wall survives in part, to a lesser height than the west wall. There is a large breach and complete loss eastwards,
anything left being hidden in the partial collapse of the tower house. The foot of the wall by the corner to the west has fallen
away and requires rebuilding to support the overhanging masonry.

THE TOW ER HOUSE

The tower house is vaulted throughout, stone slates covering the top-most vaulting. These slates are fairly complete on the
east slope, losses are pronounced to the west. There is no access, for the staircase has suffered in the collapse to the south,
the entire wall and whatever else may have been in that position having fallen.

W est W all
This wall is in fair order and is likely to continue so for some time notwithstanding slight fracturing.

North W all
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This wall together with the gable wall, the wall walk with its associated decorative masonry appears to continue in very fair
order.

East W all
This wall is in quite good order northwards, including the three slit windows. W ith the line of larger windows there is
fracturing, rising between them up the wall. Southwards to the fall there is marked erosion of the wall face. It is not unsafe.

South Side
On this side the wall is wholly away, except perhaps at ground floor level where it may be concealed in the collapse. No
action would seem to be required for the expossed ends of the walls. W ith the second floor vaulting however the losses have
taken a diagonal line and the rebuilding a part from the westward springing approximately 5'0” outwards and upwards would
give greater security to the rest.

An exposed vent shows a single stone at a great height with little or no support. If it were to fall, as undoubtedly it will in
time, it may bring a considerable amount of masonry with it. it should receive some support, perhaps from two non-corrosive
delta metal bars for which the fixing must be settled on the spot when a scaffold will be required.

It is no easy matter to estimate the cost of the above work; it is likely to be of the order of £1,000.

R. S. HART, M.A., A.R.I.B.A.Ancient Monuments Branch
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HISTORIC BUILDINGS AND MONUMENTS
SCHEDULED ANCIENT MONUMENT
CASTLE CRAIG: RESOLIS: ROSS AND CROMARTY: HIGHLAND
ARCHITECT *S REPORT: JOHN KNIGHT: INSPECTED 28 APRIL 1989

1.00 INTRODUCTION

The remains of the castle comprise a 4-storey tower standing on a rocky coastal spur with surviving extents of a barmkin
or outer defensive wall. The tower is rectangular on plan orientated NE/SW but for the purposes of this report the former
entrance elevation will be taken as facing north.

DESCRIPTION OF W ORK (required to put the building into a Bound state of consolidation but not restored).

2.00

EXTERIOR

2.01

East Gable

Stonework is remarkably sound to wall walk level with sharp quoins and much surviving harling. Open joints occur in the
ashlar corbel table and the splendid rope work and dogtooth ornament which extends round the corner bartisans. These
joints should be lime mortar pointed to prevent water washing through the projecting stonework. Slight fracturing can be
traced in the wall however but need not be tackled as yet. But it is worse in the caphouse gable above the wall walk and here
voids should be tamped and pinned in cement mortar prior to pointing in lime mortar kept confined to the joint. All
fragments of harling must survive.

2.02

South Elevation

The masonry varies from sound to extremely eroded and dangerous - the dividing line being the vertical run of windows in
the centre. Masonry to the right of this line is comparatively sound as on the east gable above, but that to the west of the
window shows extensive soft bed erosion and advanced cavern decay - a common fault in the weaker Black Isle sandstones which has precipitated if not caused the collapse of the south-west quoin and the entire west gable. It is recommended that
in order to preserve the sound portion of the wall, the windows and the masonry in between should be urgently consolidated
by pinning up all voids and tamping in cement mortar finished In a gritty lime mortar point. Ideally the fractures should be
stitched with the insertion of bonding stones across the fracture lines but this work would be extremely complex due to
dangerous nature of the walling to the left of the windows and requires expert and painstaking effort. The badly eroded stone
now forming a lintel to the window opening to the basement should be removed - the superincumbent masonry having been
needled for support - and a new dressed lintel with a simple chamfer in a matching red sandstone (eg St Bees or preferably
second hand Tarradale) should be built in on the correct line. This will allow the masonry panel above to be reconstructed
to provide lateral strength at this critical point. It is also recommended that the missing sill stone to the window is reinstated
to give further strength. New dressed stones should be dated. Once the centre of the wall has been consolidated it should
be grouted with a lime/PFA grout carried out in the traditional manner working up the face in 1000mm lifts. W here voids
occur in the eroded stonework on the left these should be stopped up with clay etc until the grout has set. The only treatment
for this overall area with cavern decay etc is to build up the scoured pockets in a sort lime mortar well pinned with matching
stone in an effort to protect the edges of any sound stones surviving. Random indents where erosion is back 150mm could
be carried out to further reinforce this very weak area, but no attempt should be made at rebuilding it - merely keeping the
wind out of the voids.
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W est Gable

As mentioned above, the west gable has tumbled completely leaving a severe overburden on the basement vault and spillage
all round. The reason for this total collapse is hard to define but the turret stair of any tower house is its achilles heel and
here it is apparent that there were unusually large windows in the stair. The prevailing wind-strangely from the west it seems
- working on the weakened stone joints, coupled with possible additional weight from the collapsed stone vaulted roof could
have been sufficient to cause the gable to rotate around the stairwell and fall.
It is recommended that the tumble is carefully removed from the vault and cleared away. The stone could be used in the
consolidation of course and any ornamental stone - presumably there was an elaborate wall walk on this gable too - retained
in the castle, though this is most likely to have been robbed.
The elderberry tree should be fully removed. Otherwise the torn ends of the side walls and the vault should be secured by
pinning and tamping. No rebuilding should be done. W ork required to the remaining extents of the caphouse gable could
be better assessed once the tower is scaffolded etc.
2.04

North Elevation

A similar state of repair prevails as on the south elevation. There are also the same curious squared openings beneath the
wallhead course. The purpose of these is unclear but they may be putlog holes to support a timber wall walk or bretasche.
Severe fracturing is evident which calls for stitching and grouting. Ideally the facework should be removed reinforced
concrete bonders placed in the core and the facework replaced to match the original build but with stones set across the
fracture lines and all fractured extents fully grouted. Several interesting features occur on this elevation namely 2 gunloops,
2 shotholes and a water inlet. A large recess would appear to be the housing for an armorial stone.

3.00

INTERIOR

Basement
Considering the amount of tumble that it is supporting the vault to the kitchen is remarkably sound. It should be supported
by timber centring however while the overburden is removed plus that which has also blocked the access passage from the
front door. The vault itself should be consolidated by patient pinning and tamping of the voids. Much of the mortar will
fall out and only tamping and supporting the joint with bits of hardboard supported off the scaffold until the mortar has set
will overcome the problem.
The snapped lintels to the gunloop embrasures and the salt box in the fireplace should be supported by a flat Delta metal
or other non-ferrous bar.
All plaster fragments should be kept. The missing voussoirs to the fireplace arch could be possibly be reinstated - they have
clearly been robbed - but this does not appear to be required structurally.

3.01

Upper Chambers and Roof

Access to these is difficult and it cannot be claimed that they have been adequately inspected. Vaults should be consolidated
as for the basement, all tumble having been removed etc, plaster survival which is good must be secured by careful edgepointing with a soft lime mortar where practical. Fractures should be pinned and pointed as externally.
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The roof is an unusual pointed vault and again calls for careful consolidation particularly where torn. It would have been
covered with stone slate originally, but the present turf cover is not really alien and could continue.

4.00

BARM KIN

Considerable extents of the courtyard wall or possible earlier castle survive. Consolidation is necessary removing the heavy
creeper growth which will entail grouting and contriving a wallhead to throw off the water without providing a cement
capping. W hile important to the site as a whole - there are some good gunloops - the tower of course should be given
priority although masonry techniques etc could be tried and perfected on these wall areas before tackling the finer masonry
of the tower.

5.00

GENERAL

The consolidation required at Craig calls for masonry techniques of a high standard and so the work should only be entrusted
to skilled tradesmen. It would be preferable to leave the castle as it is rather than start daubing cement all over it. W hile
cement should be used for tamping mortar and possibly for grouting - through a lime/pulverised fuel ash grout is preferred it must not be brought to the surface which should be finished in hydrated lime and local sand with the addition of brick dust
as a setting agent. An analysis of the existing mortar would give the correct components for selective pointing which will
blend in with the surviving mortar. Pointing mortar must always be kept confined to the joint and not “buttered” on the face
of the stone. As stated above all harling remains outside and plasterwork inside must be retained as evidence for the future.

John Knight
HMB Architect
15 May 1989
D2101712.059
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